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Planned Topics

• Current compensation environment, trends & 
expectations going forward

• Change in control arrangements & IRC §280G

• Accounting for performance-based equity 
arrangements

• Deductibility of compensation under IRC §162(m)

• Other tax considerations

• Q&A



Executive Compensation Planning

Current Trends and Where We’re Headed



The Current Compensation Environment

• Executive comp discussions are focused on the future
• The “winners” are:

– Under pressure by regulators and investors to demonstrate pay-
performance alignment

– Under pressure to grow (both organic and acquisition)

• The “strugglers” are:
– Lacking profits and capital structure necessary for meaningful 

cash-based performance pay opportunities
– Under pressure to retain key execs that can turn the bank into a 

“winner” or position the bank for a reasonable sale

• Energy is centered on performance-based pay, equity 
strategy and M&A positioning



CEO Bonuses at Smaller Banks*

• While lower than pre-crisis levels, CEO bonuses have 
been increasing  in recent years

Year
25th

Percentile Median
75th

Percentile

2013 0.2% 22.7% 43.0%

2012 0.0% 11.4% 26.0%

2011 0.0% 4.8% 25.1%

2010 0.0% 0.0% 3.1%

2009 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

2008 0.0% 0.0% 21.7%

2007 17.1% 30.7% 47.9%

CEO Bonus as a Percentage of Base Salary

* Based on proxy 
disclosures of public 
banks in the Western 
U.S. with assets 
$200m - $1b



CEO Equity Awards at Smaller Banks*

* Based on proxy 
disclosures of public 
banks in the Western 
U.S. with assets 
$200m - $1b
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CEO Equity Awards at Smaller Banks*

* Includes only those CEOs 
that received an equity 
grant in the respective 
year. Based on proxy 
disclosures of public banks 
in the Western U.S. with 
assets $200m - $1b

Median Size of CEO Equity Grants as % of Salary
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CEO Total Pay Mix at Smaller Banks*

• The change in mix of CEO total compensation mix 
over time reflects the health of the banking industry
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* Based on proxy disclosures of public banks 
in the Western U.S. with assets $200m - $1b



Where is Bank Executive Pay Headed?

• General pressures on traditional pay mix

– Fixed Pay => Variable Pay

– Cash => Equity

– Short-Term => Long-Term

• Short-term Incentive Strategy

– Subjective/discretionary => Pre-established goals

– Continued regulatory focus on active risk management

– Growing pressure from shareholders to demonstrate 
proper pay-performance alignment



Where is Bank Executive Pay Headed?

• Long-term incentive strategy

– Equity (or phantom equity) will play a larger role in the total 
compensation mix for bank executives going forward

– Continued shift from appreciation awards (e.g. options) to 
full-value awards (e.g. restricted stock)

– Growing pressure to consider performance-based vesting

• Supplemental retirement arrangements

– Shift from defined benefit (DB) to defined contribution (DC)

– Greater emphasis on tying SERP benefits to performance 
(easier to do in a DC structure)



Where is Bank Executive Pay Headed?

• Employment/change in control (CIC) arrangements

– Increased profile – all of the M&A activity has unearthed 
many surprises related to inadequate planning in this area 
(especially if there’s a SERP involved)



Executive Compensation Planning

Change in Control (CIC) Arrangements & IRC §280G



IRC §280G – Overview

• Corporations undergoing a change in control are 
denied deductions for any and all excess parachute 
payments 

• In addition, the recipient-individual of these 
payments must pay an extra 20% excise tax in 
addition to regular taxes 

• The employer must withhold the excise tax if the 
payment constitutes “wages”



IRC §280G – Overview

• If the value of the Golden Parachute payments to a 
individual, in present value dollars, equals or exceeds 
three times the individual’s taxable compensation 
over the five years preceding the year of the 
transaction, then the individual will be subject to the 
excise tax and the corporation will lose deductions

• The amount that is nondeductible and subject to the 
excise tax, called the excess parachute payment, 
equals the value of the payments less one times the 
individual’s average compensation (base amount)



IRC §280G – Excess Parachute Provisions

• Four general methods of handling excess parachute 
payments within CIC arrangements
– Silence; executive responsible for excise taxes on any excess 

parachute payments and employer loses the deduction

– Excise tax gross-up; employer pays additional bonus to cover 
excise taxes (could be either single or double gross-up)
• Note:  This approach has fallen way out of favor with investors and 

regulatory agencies

– Hard cut-back; CIC payments are automatically reduced, if 
necessary, to avoid triggering excess parachute payments

– Best after-tax; CIC payments are reduced only if the net 
after-tax result is favorable to the executive



IRC §280G – Why Important Now?

• Best time to address is when you don’t need to

• Increased M&A activity is uncovering compensation-
related surprises – often too late to remedy

• We’re in a “perfect storm” period of time, where 
challenges related to 280G are exacerbated

• Planning ahead will pay off



IRC §280G – The “Perfect Storm”

• Through the crisis, bonuses and equity awards were 
small or nonexistent

• Results in an artificially low average W-2 (i.e. low 
280G “base amount”)

• Renewed profitability is resulting in resumed 
bonuses and equity awards, and therefore, higher 
potential parachute payments

• Combination of the above means exaggerated 
“excess” parachute payments => tax penalties



IRC §280G – Potential Surprises

• Realities of the “perfect storm”

• Overly generous SERP CIC provisions

• Single-trigger provisions

• CIC provisions that don’t play nicely together across 
multiple agreements (e.g. conflicting terms)

• The true impact of a “280G cut-back” provision

• The real cost of excise tax gross-ups



IRC §280G – What to Do?

• First, begin with a clear understanding of the intent

• Review all CIC-related agreements & provisions

• Conduct pro-forma modeling to sniff out any gotchas

• Re-evaluate the handling of excess parachute 
payments
– Consider the “best after-tax” alternative

• Consider reasonable non-compete arrangements

• Address any discovered issues ASAP – don’t wait 
until the deal comes along



Executive Compensation Planning

Accounting for Performance-based Equity Awards



Performance-based Equity Awards

• Large public companies have been using 
performance share units (PSUs) for many years

• The heightened focus on pay-performance alignment 
by shareholders and their advisors (e.g. ISS) has led 
to smaller companies exploring the use of PSUs



Sample Non-market Based PSUs

A “balanced scorecard” structure; typically all goals are based on 
overall Company performance unrelated to stock price, and may be 
measured on an absolute and/or relative basis (e.g. ROA, ROE, EPS, 
efficiency ratio, asset quality metrics, etc.)
• Performance is defined at threshold, target and superior levels of 

performance
• Each goal has a weighting
• Ultimate number of shares earned varies by goal achievement (with 

interpolation between)
• Example:

Below Threshold – No shares vest
Threshold performance – 50% of target # of shares
Target performance – 100% of target # of shares
Superior performance – 150% of target # of shares



Sample Market Based PSUs

Number of shares earned is dependent on the Company’s total 
shareholder return (TSR) performance over the period, relative 
to its peers
• Performance is defined at threshold, target and superior levels of relative TSR 

performance (e.g. percent ranking relative to Peers)

• Ultimate number of shares earned varies by goal achievement (with 
interpolation between)

• Example:
Level

Relative Performance
% Rank vs. Peers

Payout as a % of Target 
Shares

Below Threshold <__ %ile 0%

Threshold __ %ile 50%

Target __ %ile 100%

Superior >__ %ile 150%



Accounting for PSUs

• Accounting is directly impacted by the selected 
performance measures

• Non-market based metric (e.g. EPS, ROAE)
– Accounting cost per share/unit cost is fixed at grant

– Total ultimate cost corresponds to the number of shares earned

– If performance is not achieved unearned expense is reversed

• Market based metric (e.g. TSR, market value of stock)
– Accounting cost fixed in total at grant based on the probable 

payout and cannot be reversed if performance is not achieved

– Monte Carlo simulation is commonly used to establish the fair 
market value on the date of grant



Executive Compensation Planning

Deductibility of Compensation Under IRC §162(m)



Section 162(m)

• Background

• Applicable companies

• Applicable officers

• Other details

• Exceptions

• Other considerations / planning

• Real life examples



Section 162(m)

• Planning



IRC §162(m) – Common Mistakes

Annual per Person Limit
Exceeding the annual per person limit (e.g., large stock option award 
to a new CEO).

Disqualified 
Independent
Committee

Disqualification of a Compensation Committee member as an “outside 
director” based on professional service relationship between Board 
member’s firm (e.g., accounting, law) and the Company.

Plan Provisions
Failure to provide in plan document for automatic adjustment to 
annual per person limit due to equity restructuring events.

Non-Shareholder
Approved Performance 
Goals

Use of performance goals that are not squarely within shareholder-
approved plan terms.

Shareholder
Re-Approval

Failure to get re-approval by shareholders of performance goals every 
5 years.

Delegation to CEO
Delegation to CEO of authority to determine bonuses or equity awards 
for other executive officers.



Executive Compensation Planning

Other Tax Considerations



Taxation (in general)

• The company recognizes a tax deduction in the year 
and for the same amount that the employee 
recognizes the income

• Exceptions – 83(b), ISOs

• Other…

• Payroll convenience rule and maybe some other 
reporting considerations



Section 409(A)

• Reminder statement



Questions?

Greg Swanson

Pearl Meyer & Partners

(415) 651-4831

Amy L. Jessup

Tax Senior Manager – Portland Office
(503) 471 -1274


